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Significance of the Study
Wonder and amazement have patterned the course of thinking about mental
illness for many decades. During early times of the world's history, peo¬
ple suffering from mental illness were regarded as being possessed with
devils, having been heavenly endowed, ctu:sed or just different. Even, today,
some of those beliefs still prevail.
Considerable melioration has been made toward understanding and treating
mental illness. Anytime, one can read printed matter discussing new theo¬
ries, drugs, or methods for treating the illnessj offering hope for suf¬
ferers, their families, and interested persons.
It is obvious that in spite of all the advances in study, much infor¬
mation concerning mental illness still lies beyond immediate reach. Social
workers and others who are interested and capable are coxistantly striving
to obtain new luiderstanding to better help those involved. As others who
professionally work with the mentally ill, social workers must use the
"...genetic approach to examine a phenomenon as such and the forces that
1
brought it about."
In helping the mentally ill person, one must take into consideration
2
the entire person because "...mental illness is person illness."
^Elizabeth R. Beck, "Psychiatric Social Work Possibilities in a Mental
Hospital," Journal of Psychiatric Social Work, XVIII, No. II (Autumn,
19U8), 175.




Usually, at the Wayne County Consultation Center (agency in which the
writer experienced field work and made her study), the social worker
assigned the case begins with securing a social history, continuing the
case, and recording social history and svmunaries of subsequent contacts.
Securing this history could be the •’...beginning of a continuing case work
1
relationship that extends over the entire period of treatment." It is
necessary, then, that the worker be well versed in theoretical material
because:
...training equips him to evaluate with the person seeking the service
of a given agency or hospital his need for that service, his readiness
to use it, and the environmental factors and pressures leading to his
seeking it.^
During the writer’s second and third units of case work classes, much
emphasis was placed upon developi3ag the skill to recognize determining factors
of behavior, with thoughtful consideration given to the study process (which
concerns behavior), and planning social case work methods of practice.
Interest exemplified in those classes greatly stimulated the writer. Know¬
ing that formal class work does have limitations, the writer felt that she
should further develop her skills along those lines; therefore, enhance
her knowledge and practice of case work.
Ihis study of social, emotional and physical factors which determined
some of the psychotic behavior of patients, with attention given to case
work practice, added comparatively much to the writer's personal growth of
%aldred T, Paris, "Casework with Mentally Ill and their Relatives-
Casework with Relatives," Joiirnal of Psychiatric Social Work, XXIV, No. Ill
(Ipril, 1955), 11+9.
p
Lorna Sylvester, "Casework in a Psychiatric Setting," Journal of
Psychiatric Social Work, XXIV, No. II (April, 1955), ll+9.
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case work technique.
It was fondly hoped that this study would be a working reference source
for other students who may read it.
Purposes
The purposes of this stuc^y were; (1) to cite social, emotional and
physical factors which may have contributed to psychotic behaviorj and,
(2) to show evidences of case work practice, based upon knowledge of those
factors, found in a particular number of cases.
Method of Procedure
Upon deciding a subject for this study, the writer determined the pur¬
poses and concluded that the case study method would achieve her aims.
As a frame of reference in obtaining information from case recordings,
1
the writer tised the writings of two authorities to develop a schedule.
Criterion used to obtain social, emotional and physical factors was taken
2
from suggestions by Cockerill, et al., while criterion used to cite instances
3
of case work practice was taken from a study report by Hollis. Therefore,
the schedule was composed of two other parts, besides the identif|ylng data,
namely: one part on the factors and the other on case work practice.
The writer concluded her study with the complexion of data being com¬
piled, assorted, and discriminated for reporting. Throughout the report on
the study, the writer referred to published and unpublished material, related
^See Appendix, pp. 56-57.
2Eleanor E. Cockerill, et al. A Conceptual Framework for Social Casework
(Pittsbvirgh, 1952), p. 13.
3





Only social service recordings at the social service office of a par¬
ticular mental hospital were used. Record selection was limited on the
following basis: (1) female patientsj (2) first hospitalized at this
hospital when ages twenty through thirty-five; (3) hospitalized during
1953 and 1951;; (U) diagnosed schizophrenic reaction; and (5) active with
social service during the time that data were gathered for this study.
The writer found twenty cases within these limitations and used all of
them for her study.
Although the writer discussed a number of details in this study, the
reader must take into consideration her limited knowledge and experience
in weighing the astuteness of her record observation. At the time this
study was made, the writer had only experienced class room activity; limited
outside reading and observations; and field work, in regards to recognizing
factors determining behavior and case work practice.
Location of Study
Material was gathered for this study at the Wayne Coiinty Consviltation
Center, social service office of V^ayne County General Hospital and Infirmary.
,1
A Resume
Being organized in 1832 under the name Wayne County Poor House, the
Wayne County General Hospital and Infirmary of Eloise, Michigan, has been
operated under various names before its present one, officially given in
Reference for this material was the "Social Service Department Manual,”
Wayne County Consultation Center, October 22, 1953* (Mimeographed.)
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19k$» In 1832, the Hospital housed poor and sick of all ages, segregated
only by sex, being run in this way for the first twelve years by non-medical
keepers. Although after that period, there was effort to segregate by ill¬
ness, ages, et cetera? also, effort to employ trained personnel, the Hospital
has made gigantic steps toward important improvements which merit it a
position among leading hospitals in the United States.
Today, the Hospital has a well organized program: providing light,
airy quarters for patients; segregation of illnesses and sexes; using latest
treatment measures as they are introduced; and providing care under quali¬
fied psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, nurses, music therapists,
occupational therapists, recreational therapists and attendants. This pro¬
gram enables more patients to return to the community and adjust.
Wayne County General Hospital and Infirmary are governed by a ninety-
seven member Board of Supervisors composed of persons from eighteen cities
and sixteen townships of Wayne County in Michigan, ihe policy making body
of the Wayne County General Hospital is the Wayne County Board of insti¬
tutions which consists of five members appointed alternately by the Board
of Supervisors and the Board of Auditors. The Hospital is under county
supervision and is reimbursed by the state for patients' care after a
twelve-month period, with legally responsible relatives contributing to
the hospitalization cost if they are financially able to do so.
1
Social Service.- Almost one-hundred years after the Hospital was organ¬
ized, Social Service was constituted as an important function of the Hospital
in 1923. The main office of Social Service is located in downtown Uetroit
^The writer felt that special emphasis should be given to the Depart¬
ment of Social Service since this study dealt with work of that Department.
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at the Wayne County Consultation Center. This Department also maintains
offices at the Hospital and a Supervisor, there, who is on hospital duty
five days a week, with senior staff sharing hospital assignment.
Social Work students in training, occupy temporary positions designed
by the Civil Service Commission as Social Work Interns. Only those Interns
who are in training during the Sxjmmer months experience hospital assignment.
Basic services given by Social Service are: admissions; history taking;
continued in-patient service; pre-convalescent leave study and convalescent
leave supervision; family care study and family care supervision; referrals;
service to patients' families, where referral is not feasible; and other
incidentals.
A booklet. The Patient, is usually given to relatives and/or interested
friends of patients to aid the social worker in his job of explaining hos¬
pitalization of patients.
CHAPTER II
BEHAVIORAL DETERlilKAKTS AND CASE WORK TREATMENT
Social^ emotionali and physical factors were termed, collectively, by
the -writer, as behavioral determinants. This did not mean, however, that
these factors were definite reasons or causes of behavior exhibited by pa¬
tients; but, merely, social recordings revealed that these factors could
have been pointed out as contributors to the asocial behavior of patients.
Mis;3udgement of situations and ill planning could have been the resul-bs,
if the case workers had lacked knowledge concerning behavioral determinants
of cases included in -this study. Knowledge of patients' reactions to the
impacts of life aided the workers in planning and proceeding with case work
treatment.
When -the writer spoke of "treatment,” she had reference to case work
treatment, or practice, as the endeavor is optionally termed.
Although the writer gave brief discussion on the beha-Tioral determinants
in this chapter, she felt it necessary to outline, more inclusively, the
types of case work treatment. During discussion of evidences of case work
treatment, she did not identify the types of treatment which were performed.
No matter how important the issue may have been concerning the need for the
workers on various cases to become familiar with behavioral determinants of
patients, this knowledge probably would have been -useless without some plan
of treatment.
Behavioral Determinants
Within -the framework of the patients' life experiences were the important
behavioral determinants, about which the writer studied. The writer foimd
7
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an overlapping of influences of each factor with the others. On the other
hand, she gave independent consideration to each determinant; although,
influences of one factor upon another may be detected in her discussions.
Personalities of every adult are influenced by those with whom he comes
in contact during the formative years of his life. The child has primitive
natural hatreds; but, there is a moral tendency which endeavors to modify
them. At an early age, the child is supposed to begin to learn the differ¬
ences between "right” and ’•wrong." There is a propensity of the child to
feel affection for those with whom it lives in intimate contact and/or pro¬
vide its material possessions and enjoyments. Outside moral suggestions
help and encourage the growth and development of these feelings of affection
and love. On the contrary, these same outside influences tend, powerfully,
to inhibit the opposite feelings of hatred and hostility. If these two
combatants: love and hate, are of approximately equal strength, there may
be a continuous struggle between them of such a kind as to make itself
clearly felt in consciousness; then, as a rule, the individual will become
incapable of vigorous action in gratification of either tendency. At other
times, these antagonistic tendencies m^ alternate in dominance of con¬
sciousness and conduct; then, behavior of the individual can become charac-
1
terized by impulsiveness and want of balance, rather than want of energy.
Patients' reactions to society's demands vary. It could be said that
mental patients are those individuals who have been unable to fuse the con¬
flict between society's expectations and their own personalities. The
classification of mental illness placed upon their disorders connotes that
^Jules H. Masserm^n, Tne Practice of Eynamic Psychiatry (Philadelphia,
195?)> p. 21?; J.C. Flugel, Tne Psycho-Analytic Study of the Family
(London, 1931),; pp. 2^-2?.
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they have formed "...patterns of Individual conduct unsuitable to the
1
milieu...."
Many students of social work are usually made familiar with the terms:
id, super-ego, and ego. Internalization of the meanings of these terms is
basic in their understanding of human behavior. Simply stated: the id is
the sum total of instinctual love and aggression of a personality} super¬
ego, called conscience, represents rules of life and ideals transmitted to
the individual from his family and group culture} ego is the term used to
denote that composite of qualities through which the individual adjusts to
the outside world, securing opportunity to express fundamental drives and
2
to meet major needs.
Hie general term, attitudes, has been used for the diverse emotional and
physical functions of human beings which are manifested by the nature of human
organization and human mode of existence. Reactions of homo-sapiens are
attributed to attitudes in particular situations, rather than answers to par¬
ticular stimuli. Man's life guides, those influencing behavior, consists of
3
his collection of attitudes, both simple and complex.
Workers in psychiatric settings are becoming more aware of the common
elements of the physical factor and psycho-social elements of patients* per-
sonalities} and interrelationship of physiological and psychological factors.
lJules H. Masserman, op. cit., p. 212.
2
Florence Hol3.is, op. cit., pp. 11-13.
^Rfanz Alexander and Helen Ross (eds.), I)ynamic Psychiatry (Chicago,
1952), p. 263.
^Gordon Hamilton, ibeory and Practice of Social Case Work (2nd ed. rev.}




In recognizing the behavioral determinants of patients, the workers
planned congruovis treatment and proceeded with their work with the patients.
Not always was a worker successful in attempts and/or plans, but the writer
was not concerned with success of failure on the part of the workers. Ihe
important idea was that workers seemed to have planned and performed their
work with knowledge and use of knowledge concerning the behavioral determi¬
nants.
Knowledge of what motivates behavior has no value other than academic
until that knowledge is translated into a useful tool for correcting
and preventing the personality distortions that express themselves in
asocial behavior....!
Environmental Modification
Initially, one may question: Just what is environment? With the social
worker, this word has much meaning. Environment consists of "all the persons,
2
objects, and situations which surround and affect a given individual." The
individual has two environments: an external one, in which one is placed;
and an Internal one, which houses living tissues and feelings. The constancy
of the internal environment is the condition of free and independent life.
The external one includes events; forces; stimuli; physical; and social-
cultural, or situations outside the individual, which influence development
3
and modification of activities.
^Irene M. Josselyn, Psychosocial Development of Qiildren (New York,
19U8), p. 119.
p
Erie Jlske Young (ed.). The Dictionary of Social Welfare (New York,
19li8), p. 71.
%imball Young, Personality and Problems of J^djustment (2nd ed.; New
York, 1952), pp. 12, 22.
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"When one generally thinks of modification or manipulation, one may think
of change. It is true that modification or manipulation involves change,
but, that change is more meaningful in social work vocabulary.
We do not use the term ’manipulation' as it sometimes is used by
laymen, to describe the undesirable attempt of the worker to force his
concepts and plans on the client. We tise the term in a more positive
sense. After listening to and observing the client we may use our
understanding of his personality structure, his patterns, his needs and
conflicts, and his defenses in order to 'manipulate' these configurations.
We may make suggestions as to what steps may or may not help this indi¬
vidual to cope better with his problems i we may plan with him as to his
emotional, professional, and recreational activitiesj we may give
appropriate advice to members of his environmentj we may modify his
attitude and approach to his problems; or we may piirposely activate rele¬
vant emotional attitudes in the client for the sake of adjustive change.1
We are not referring to all the changes that may take place in the environ¬
ment during treatment whether brought about by the client or the worker,
but rather to the steps taken by the caseworker to change the environment
in the client's favor by the worker's direct action....
...enviroiunental modification is londertaken by the caseworker only
when environmental pressures upon the client are beyond the latter's
control but can be modified by the caseworker, or when such pressures
are much more likely to yield to change, when handled directly by the
worker rather than by the client himself. Whenever the client can make
such changes himself it is of course far preferable for him to do so
and the worker then approaches the difficulty through one of the forms
of psychological treatment by which he is enabled to act more effectively
for himself.2
Psychological Support
Another important case work treatment method is termed: psychological
support. It can easily be mistaken for the politeness practiced by persons
in everyday life. In day to day existence, the layman uses social regard
or politeness in talking to a’friend; whereas, the professional social worker
Grete L. Bibring, "Psychiatric Principles in Casework," Principles
and Techniques in Social Casework, Selected Articles 19h0-^0 C^Jew York,
1950j, P« 372, quoted in Gordon Hamilton, op. cit., p. 2h9»
2
Florence Hollis, op. cit., p. lU7.
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keeps the client iijithln the realm of reality. The worker will look at the
relationship between the client and himself in regards to what is best for
the client, not in order that the cjdent should like himj but, take into
consideration the individual's concept of himselfj how he feels about his
problemj let him tell his storyj study his life situation; and base psycho¬
logical support on diagnosis, given appropriately. Through psychological
support, the client will release tension, guilt feelings, and fear; thus,
1
enabling himself to function more adequately in his environment.
Steps in psychological support include:
...encouraging the client to talk freely and express his feelings about
his situation; expressing sympathetic understanding of the client's
feelings and acceptance of his behavior; indication of the caseworker's
interest in the client...; expression of the worker's confidence that
a way can be found to improve the situation, confidence in the client's
ability to solve his difficulty, to make approval of steps the client
has taken or is planning where these attitudes are realistically
warranted.
Also included in psychological support is the direct encouragement
of attitudes that will enable the client to function more realistically
as well as more comfortably. ...psychological support may also include
giving advice about contemplated actions or suggestions of appropriate
steps to take.^
Clarification or Interpretation
Actually, clarification and interpretation are two different terms;
although, both are aimed to help the individual function more adequately in
the world.
Clarification is:
...understanding by the client of himself, his environment, and/or
people with ibhom he is associated.
^Based on a Psychiatric Case Work Class discussion, Atlanta University
School of Social Work, Mrs. G. Alston (instructress), June 21, 1956.
^Florence Hollis, op. cit., pp. li:8-ij.9.
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It may be a matter of helping the client to line up more clearly the
issues in a decisionj to evaluate the attitudes of other people toward
him in correct perspectivej to understand what motives may have in¬
fluenced actions of others of which he may be criticalj to see the needs
of others or the results of his own actions as they affect other peoplej
or to see the probable results of contemplated action^ He may be
helped to become aware of his own feelings, desires, and attitudes.^
To attain these aims, the social worker conducts interviews in which
the client is allowed to talk about his situation and begin to see, for
himself, his problem solution. Case work emphasis is placed on the con¬
scious. When giving clarification, the worker sees a need for increasing
the ego's ability to see external realities more clearly and understand the
client's own emotions, attitudes, and behavior as they affect and are affected
by environment. Ihe worker helps the client see his consistenciesj his
relationships between the problem and his own feelings and attitudes of
which he is consciousj helps him utilize his self-knowledge in understanding
the situation and himself, helping him understand the environmental
2
pressures.
Interpretation is "the explanation or definition of a situation in terms
3
me§ningful to another." The worker "...makes direct interpretations con¬
cerning the effect or significance of the client's actions or reactions or
U
of others with whom he is associated."
Insight Development
In a broad sense, insight is "the understanding of one's true condition
^Florence Hollis, op. cit., pp. 150-^1.
2
Based on class discussion, op. cit.
^Erle Uske Young (ed.), op. cit., p. 106,
^Florence Hollis, op. cit., p. l5l.
1
•when mentally ill.” Insight development goes deeper into the client's
emotions and involves:
•..tinderstanding of certain derivatives of repressed material ■which
are themselves beheath the level of consciousness at the outset of
treatment although they are near to consciousness and accessible in
a psychologically permissive atmosphere.^
Insight always includes abreaction, which is a reliving of feelings from
the past and present life situations. Another inclusion of insight develop¬
ment is transference^ a carrying over from other relationships, especially,
in the past, irrational elements. This must be understood and controlled
3
by the social worker.
^Erle liske Young (ed.), op. cit., p. lOU.
^Florence Hollis, op. cit., pp. l50-5l.
^Ibid., p. l50j Gordon Hamilton, op. cit., p. 2^6.
CHIPTER III
IHE SOCLiL FACTOR
When the patients were labled as schizophrenics, they had broken
1
through,.,the social facade maintained so meticulously by ordinary mortals,"
Eight important segments of the social factor were found to appear in
a large number of the twenty cases studied. They were negative factors which
could have contributed to the patients* illness. Knowledge of each was used
quite effectively by workers in charge of the cases.
Strained Family Relationships
All twenty of the cases used in this study had some outstanding negative
points in family social relationships. Among the negative relationships, the
writer recognized: over-protection by parents; parental rejection of patient,
in the form of strictness, nagging, over-expectation of patient, giving no
praise, severe criticisms, antagonism, domination, and little or no affection;
overt sibling rivalry, intensified by parental pronnunced choice of another
child over the patient; rejection of patient by siblings and vice versa;
sibling jealousy of patient and vice versa; parental opposition (extreme)
to marriage contracts of patients; parental rivalry for patients' affection
and attention; patient rejection of parents, expressed through verbalizations
and physical rebellion; and quarreling among family members.
Strained was defined as stretched or forced. The writer termed these
family social relationships as strained, or stretched, or forced, because it
appeared that strained was just what these relationships did to the
^Eranz Alexander and Helen Ross.(eds,), op, cit,, p, 267,
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personalities of the twenty patients, in this study. It is true that family
life greatly influences the personalities of every adult during the formative
years. A patient's description of those with whom he had close contact
during those years, with the worker giving special attention to deviant be¬
havior (over-indulgence, tyranny, unpredicability, tempestuousness, sexual
seduction, et cetera) is especially significant, as far as the patient's psy¬
chotic behavior is concerned. Family life determines how the primitive mani-
1
festations of Jove and hate are brought out.
Ihe following case of Miss Wells was a perfect example of a family
2
tumultuous situation.
Miss Wells was hospitalized at the age of twenty-six with a diagnosis
of schizophrenic reaction; chronic undifferentiated t^^se. She had become
extremely violent toward her parents: scratched both- of them and slapped
them. She had cut her mother's head, with a vase, with the cut requiring
medical attention. She burned clothes, food and money. When she was
not violent, she was secluslve, reftising to talk or associate with any¬
one besides her patents.
Miss Wells had once been an energetic person, graduating from high
school and attending business school. She was an A student and still
maintained a high average after entering many extra-curricula activities.
She was talented in art, music and sports. She worked well as a book¬
keeper and teller; but, was unstable in her job history: usually quitting
jobs after short periods of being employed.
Her parents, with whom she Jived, were constantly vying for Miss
Wells' attention. Both had conflicting plans for her career. Mr. Wells'
family had been talented in art; thus, he formed plans for a commercial
art career for her. Mrs. Wells' mother, whom she admired, had been a
registered nurse; therefore, she wanted Miss Wells to become a nurse.
JSrs. Wells was the more domineering parent and attempted to influence
Miss Wells in the direction of nursing, in order to satisfy dreams she
once had for herself. If Miss Wells was unable to become a nurse, Mrs.
Wells desired a receptionist job for her or anything in which she would
wear a uniform. To Mrs. Wells, a uniform was symbolic of importance and
prestige.
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (5th ed.; Massachusetts, 191+8), p. 983;
Jules H. Masserman, op. cit., p. Ill; J.C. Plogel, op. cit., pp. 2li-25.
^The names of patients, in this thesis, are fictitious so that true iden¬
tity can be protected.
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Ihe personalities of the Wells prevented them from retreating from
their ideasj so they clung to their separate plans with more eagerness
and hostility, fearing the other would win. They only wanted use of
the social worker as a tool in supporting each's conviction.
Mrs. Wells intensified her "battle" with Mr. Wells by demanding that
Miss Wells and she not eat with him because "he had his teeth extracted
and was ashamed." She solicited help from the worker (which was refused)to
request th t Mr. Wells move from the home so Miss Wells and she could
have a "happy, home life." With her derogatory talk about her husband,
Mrw. Wells promoted the idea in Miss Wells to not to help with home
expenses, although she was employed. Mr. Wells' fondness for automobiles
inspired him to keep a late modej- one and Miss Wells and her mother used
this excuse for saying he could afford to support Miss Wells.
Unable to choose between her parents. Miss Wells was eager to
satisfy both of them. Although violent towards her parents. Miss Wells
was greatly attached an^ emotionally dependent upon them.^ She was not
accepted at a nursing school because she had been hospitalized and she
did not attend the commercial art school, where the officials had con¬
sidered her. It is noted that during Miss Wells application to these
schools, she was only home for visits from the hospital.
In attempt was made by the worker to explain to Miss Wells' parents how
the strong conflicting demands upon her hampered her adjustment. Gordon
Hamilton said, in.iapplicatlon to disturbed children and applicable here, that
.little can be done until parents are aware that they have a part in the
2
child's disturbed behavior and \inless they are concerned to try to change...."
After the worker's futile explanation to Miss Wells that her own plans were
more Important than her parents, the worker permitted Miss Wells to proceed
with plans to satisfy both of her parents, which failed. Then, the worker
took opportunity, again, to emphasize Miss Wells' own plans. Miss Wells
then took the worker's suggestion's and obtained a bookkeeping job which was
more satisfying to her.
Miss Wells' initial hostility toward hospital authority and views of social
service contacts as a means of only obtaining a job, were accepted by the
^Emotional dependence was discussed in Qiapter IV. (See pp. U2-W )
0^^^j^_cit^^ p. 27^1-.
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■worker. However, the worker interpreted the Hospital duty and interest in
her welfare.
By explaining that Mr. Wells would enjoy company at meals, the worker
was able to get Miss Wells to begin eating with him. This was very pleasing
to him and later, Mrs. Wells began eating with them, although reluctantly.
Recognizing the emotional dependence of Miss Wells upon her mother, in
spite of her hostility for her, the worker knew it would be useless to try
to remove Miss Wells from the home situation. Instead, the worker encouraged
Miss Wells to associate 'more with her peer groups.
Conforming Conduct
"The schizophrenic tends to be a model child..., to be a follower..., to
1
be closed mouthed and uncommunicative." Conformity consists of following,
witti or without agreement, the pattern of acceptable behavior of the cult\iral
2
group.
Only five of the twenty patients studied deviated from acceptable be¬
havior before onset of psychotic behavior. Tlfteen of the patients were
felt by their families and society to have "never given anjr trouble." Al-
■though litany of these patients were passive, quiet, seclusive individuals,
they were regarded as "good children."
Tlie child p-urchases approval at considerable cost in original impulse.
This leaves him frustrated in certain reactions though satisfied in
others. The discipline and authority of the parent may lead him to
fear and rage. Such a condition may produce internal conflict, for
the rewarded drives and outlets are reinforced by the rewards, and
others, often very potent, are not.^
^Kimball Young, op. cit., p. 666.
2
Erie Plske Young (ed.), op. cit., p. U7.
^Kimball Young, Social Psychology,(3nd ed.j New York, 19it7), p. lU5.
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It is important to observe that society has certain labels of "good” and
"bad" on behavior, which causes repression of certain desires of individuals.
Ihere is a vast accmulation of aggression, forming ambivalence: causing
one to treat people kindly, yet lodge hate or murderous thoughts for the
1
same people. >
Mrs. Menden’s case was one of the examples of this controlled person.
With a diagnosis of schizophrenic reactionj predominantly catatonic
type, Mrs. Menden was hospitalized at the age of twenty-three.
All of her life, prior to overt signs of psychosis, Mrs. Menden
was quiet and withdrawn. Her father stated that he never had "any
trouble with her, it all started after she was married." Being her
father's favorite child, Mrs. Menden was greatly protected by him. Her
mother was hospitalized for mental illness when l»!rs. Menden was eight
years old. The woman never seemed to recover from her illness, so Mrs.
Menden continued to assume house-hold duties after her mother's release.
Mrs. Menden'3 mental illness became evident by her becoming overly
argvimentativej threatening and attacking her husbandj discontinuance
of eatingj neglecting herself and house (she had been meticulous);
laughing to herself; and indulgence in persecutory delusions. None of
her relatives could understand her change in behavior which was opposite
of her usual behavior.
Mrs. Menden had two daughters, one about three years old when she
was hospitalized and the other born about two years after being hospital¬
ized. Ihe older daughter had traits like Mrs. Menden had when she was
growing up. The daughter was withdrawn; passive; shy; and untalkntive.
Mrs. Menden had fears that the daughter might harm the baby and imagined
about unexpressed hostility that the child might have. Unconsciously,
Mrs. Menden felt her daughter had this unexpressed hostility that she
had towards her own siblings. She feared her daughter would harm the
baby as she, herself, was feeling towards her siblings once.
At the time that Mrs. Menden's mother was hospitalized, it was
necessary that she become a mother to her siblings. "An unusual father-
daughter relationship seems to have developed" and Mrs. Menden experienced
"conflict in her own sexual identity and it seems that the conflict has
continued."
In the interview situation, the worker helped Mrs. Menden to recognize
the displacement and projection concerning her daughter. This was done by
the worker's inviting Mrs. Menden to talk freely about her fears of her
^Kimball Young, op. cit., pp. Il4.6-I|8
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daughter’s supposed hostility. The worker encouraged closer relationship
between Mrs. Menden and her daughter and pointed out how the possibility
of her daughter missing her, as she had missed her own mother, might exist.
Restrictive Recreation
Seventeen patients were found to have little or no recreation activities
during their lives, while three spent much time in recreational activity.
Those who spent some of their leisure in some type of pleasurable activity,
avoided that which included social interaction; social relationships and
association with other individuals by which persons or groups affect each
1
other. The leisure time was spent in solitary activities such as reading,
sewing, knitting, viewing television, movies, lone walking, painting and
playing a musical instrument. The writer did not criticize this form of
recreational activity, but merely, wished to notate that, of the few patients
who indulged in some form of recreation, participated in it alone. But,
group interaction tends to develop the individual from self-centered-ness,
2
dependency, and aggression to social attitudes and interests. The schizo-
3
phrenic "...tends to ...indulge in solitary amusements."
In the cases studied, the social workers, undoubtedly, had some understandin
of this characteristic trait of patients, because the workers, generally,
supported the patients in activities of a recreational nature, not involving
many persons. More socialization was encouraged by involving patients in
^Erle Fiske Young (ed.), op. cit., p. l69.
^Gordon Hamilton, op. cit., pp. 105-06.
•^Kimball Young, op. cit., p. 666
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activities that included more than just one patient.
The following brief excerpt was an example of social work with one of
the patients, who had limited recreation,
Mrs. Roseland's record revealed that she had never participated in
any special recreational activities. She was hospitalized at the age
of twenty-four with a diagnosis of schizophrenic reactionj chronic
mixed type.
Besides having no recreational activity while growing up, Mrs,
Roseland had none during her marriage because her husband was so
engrossed on earning money, which he mostly saved or invested.
Also, Mr. Roseland seldom visited Mrs. Roseland while she was in the
Hospital,
The worker encouraged an interest on the part of Mrs. Roseland in the
Occupational Therapy Program of the Hospital, which gave opportunity for many
solitary or joint activities, but she would still be in the presence of a
number of other people. Arrangements were made for Mrs, Roseland to attend
OT after her interest initiated. Mrs. Roseland's relatives were encouraged
to visit her, since they seemed more willing to do so than Mr. Roseland.
Limited Formal Education
Of the five patients who graduated from high school, only one pursued her
education, further. This patient attended a business school. She was Miss
¥ells, who was previously discussed (see ch. III, THE SOCIAL FACTOR, Strained
Family Relationships, pp. 16-18), Two patients achieved eleventh grade educa¬
tion; four, tenth grade; three, eighth grade; three, ninth grade; one, sixth
grade; and one, fourth grade. Educational attainment of one patient was un¬
known.
Since the social service recordings', did not show the quality of intellect
of all the patients, the writer was unable to discern any valid account for
formal education limitations in this manner. Three patients gave some reasons
for not progressing any further in school; however, the reasons of one patient
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•mere questionable.
One case was noted for one example of case work practice, with use of
knowledge of reactions of one patient in an educational setting. Miss Marlin
had an adjustment problem in school which resulted in delinquency; truancy
fjpom school. "Delinquent behavior is the socially unacceptable expression
1
of individuals who need help in their social adjustments...."
At the age of twenty-five. Mss Marlin was hospitalized with a
diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction^ chronic mixed type. She had
become overly occupied with her physical healthj falsely accused
others of harming her; sold her belongings for a small price; had
become secretive, aggressive, and withdrawn, periodically.
During Miss Marlin’s adolescent period of development, her family
moved to a different locale of the state. Previous to the move. Miss
Marlin had many school friends and appeared to have adjusted well,
both socially and academically.
Mss Marlin’s reaction to the change in her external environment was
one of hostility, expressed by truancy from school. Her father con¬
stantly whipped her for this behavior; but, the behavior was intensi¬
fied* She would run away from home to see her friends in the former
setting when school was not in session and just visit the former town
while school was in session; all this, just to be back in the old
setting,
V/hen Mss Marlin was hospitalized, her old mode of hostility was
reactivated.
Knowing her past reactions to new settings, the worker gave to Miss
Marlin sympathetic understanding when she expressed her hostility concerning
hospitalization. Ihe worker encouraged her to talk with her doctor so her
adjustment difficulties would be minimized.
Mss Marlin was later established in a social service group sponsored
by the Hospital, which offers recreational activity; comfortableness; re¬
laxation; and informality to patients, hoping to aid their extra-mural
adjustments on leaves and visits from the Hospital. Diis group also has as
^Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Inland, Social Group Work Practice (Boston,
19i+9), p. 119.
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a focus: the establishment of a sense of belonging and acceptance for the
patients. In spite of all the positive offerings of this group. Miss Marlin
resisted by giving excuses of physical ailments as reasons for delinquent
attendance. In recognizing Miss Marlin’s characteristic reaction to new
group situations, the worker accepted her attitude and allowed self-
determination, as far as attending the group meetings were concerned.
Few Friendships
Fifteen patients studied were found to have never made many friends.
At the time of hospitalization, most of these patients had no close contacts
outside the immediate family constellation. ’’Ihe schizophrenic tends...to
1
have few friends....” Seeing that the writer’s study was limited to a small
number of patients, she did not assume from this study that all schizophrenics
tend to be introvertive because individual differences were seen.
Ihe "shut-in” personality is sometimes considered the central feature
of the schizophrenic reaction and this introvertive pattern as a long and
gradual development. Ihere is evidence that case diagnosed: schizophrenic
reaction, do not all hold to this rule. They neither had the long history
2
of social insulation nor the gradual appearance of more serious symptoms.
A previously illustrated case (see ch. Ill, TtlE SOCIAL FICTCR, Restrictive
Recreation, pp. 20-21) gave a typical picture of the schizophrenic patient
who had difficulty in forming friendships all of her life, but did form
some while hospitalized. This is further discussion on the case of Mrs.
Roseland.
^Kimball Yo\xng, op. cit., p. 666,
p
S.K. Weinberg, "'ASociological Analysis of a Schizophrenic Type,"
American Sociological Review, Y}! (October/ 1950), pp. 600-10,
Mrs. Roseland never had riany friends, neither did her husband}
therefore, he did not try to encourage her to associate. Mrs.
Roseland's formation of paranoid ideation about the neighbors caused
her to become more of a "shut-in" than usual.
Her interest in Occupational Therapy grew and she began to associ¬
ate more. She formed some friendships among patients on the Ward.
Rebellion ensued from Mrs. Roseland when the hospital authorities
decided to transfer her to another Ward.
Ihe worker, periodically, complimented Mrs. Roseland on her OT activities,
to encourage her in the interest. She was not urged to form relationships
with others because of her former pattern of isolation, but Mrs. Roseland
did form some, with the worker's not pushing her.
Mrs. Roseland's objections concerning the /Tard transfer were supported
by the worker; although, the worker did not support l!rs. Roseland's method
of objecting. She was encouraged to state her reasons, acre maturely, and
to request to remain on the Ward where she had formed friendships.
Mrs. Roseland was encouraged to speak of her disappointment about her
relatives' and husband's lack of visitation. Not only were they urged to
visit; but, the worker visited Ers. Roseland, often, because the worker's
visits were meaningful to her. She perceived the worker's interest in her
and regarded the worker as a friend.
Ihe writer felt that the worker's demonstrations of genuine interest in
Mrs. Roseland helped her to feel more secure in forming friendly relationships
Economic Dependency and Job Instability
It was interesting to see in this study that six patients were never
employed; nine worked for a brief period before marriage; four had unstable
job histories. In the social service recordings, fourteen patients' families'
economic stati were Jisted as marginal; three, dependent; and two, comfortable
One patient's economic status was unlisted.
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Different theories have been formed in regards to the economic dependency
of -women. Society, in general, does not offer -women as clear a role as it
offers men. Specifically* the -writer had in mine the UTestern culture, since
the patients, in concern, were of that culture. The lower status of women
1
dates as far back as biblical days. One writer asserted that "...the funda¬
mental identities 'feminine-passive' and 'masculine-active' assert themselves
2
in all known cultures and races in various forms and...proportions." Yet,
another writer said that "masochism is not a primarily sexual phenomenon, but
3
is rather the result of certain conflicts in inter-personal relations...."
Some women have the idea that men are tools for economic security and
insurance for their economic dependency. Ihis was demonstrated in the case
of Mrs. Holden.
Hospitalized when she was thirty-one years old, Mrs. Holden had a
diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction; predominantly paranoid in type.
Mrs. Holden had -two common-law husbands, with whom she lived,
alternately. When approached with the idea by the worker, that her
asocial behavior may have an emotional effect upon her teen-age son
(he was adjusting well, so far), Mrs. Holden retorted; "Every woman
needs a man for security." Before Mrs. Holden's "marriages," she supported
her son and herself through doing odd jobs and domestic work. Her job
history was unstable, too.
Ihe worker approved Mrs. Holden's interest in Occupational Therapy, which
was probably a beginning of independence for her. The worker praised her
OT activities, attempting to point out to Mrs. Holden, her own worth and
dignity.
Although Mrs. Holden was accepting of the worker, she would vaccilate
^Kimball Young, op. cit., pp. 513-17.
2
Helene Deutsch, The Psychology of Women (New York, 19Ul)* I* 22h-2^,
3
Karen Homey, New Ways in Psychoanalysis (New York, 1939)t p. 112,
quoted in Kimball Young, op. cit., p. 516.
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plans and goals for herself. Ihe worker became more directive by suggesting
and advising. Mrs. Holden was encouraged to become more economically inde¬
pendent by obtaining a job. The worker pointed out the unreliableness of
depending upon her ’'husbands," since they periodically withdrew their support.
Arrangements were made by the worker for Mrs. Holden to work. The worker'’
helped her to emotionally accept a minimum salary, which was caused by her
past history of job instability. This was done by encouragement concerning
hope for the future, when Mrs. Holden would probably be able to earn morej
and the showing of confidence in Mrs. Holden's ability.
Knowing of Mrs. Holden's basic economic dependency^ yet, recognizing
reality that she was in need of immediate financial help, the worker arranged
Aid to Dependent ChiJ-dren allowance and free camp trips for Mrs. Holden's
son. The worker, also, si^gested that Mrs. Holden prepare her son's lunch
to eliminate some expense.
Another case which came to the writer's immediate attention was the case
of Mrs. Jescan. This case pointed out the desired economic dependency of the
patient and her h\isband.
With a diagnosis of schizophrenic reactionj paranoid type, Mrs.
Jescan was hospitalized at the age of thirty. Prior to marriage, she
had been a sales clerk in several stores. She, then, contented herself
house-hold tasks and child-bearing.
Mr. Jescan desired to play the accepted role of the female. He was
unstable on jobs and did not want to workj but, wanted to remain at home
and care for the house, leaving economic support responsibility to Mrs.
Jescan. With both spouses desiring economic dependence, the house-hold
was in economic and emotional turmoil.
Since the worker's primary responsibility was the patient, Mrs. Jescan,
the worker began encouraging Mr. Jescan to accept employment, pointing out
the reality factors: the patient's hospitalization and the children's economic
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needs. Mr. Jescan did not react to such "protective” encouragement, so
the -worker took a direct stand. It was pointed out to Mr. Jescan about
the possibility of the children being placed in foster home care if he did
not support them. This guilt-raising talk of the worker caused Mr. Jescan
to immediately react, positively.
7wr/
Marginal economic stati were sources of much stress during the hospital¬
ization of some patients. Besides ha-vlng the duty of maintaining the home,
spouses had added burden of financing patients' hospitalization. Social
workers showed definite awareness of this common occurrence through such
efforts as planning family budgettingj arranging comfortable payment of
hospital bills; and referral to sources of help. The following case
illustrated this awareness of one worker.
Mrs. Vernon, a mother with much house-hold responsibility, was
hospitalized at the age of twenty-nine with a diagnosis of s-^hizophrenic
reaction; undifferentiated as to type. Her husband had not only placed
all the usual duties of housefehold tasks and disciplining of the children
upon her, but responsibility of money-managing. At one time, he was
unable to work, so financial matters were further complicated.
He was highly critical of Mrs. Vernon and was verbally cruel to her,
when she did not manage as he expected. During her visits from the
hospital to her home, Mr. Vernon expected her to carry on the former
responsibility, which he had placed upon her.
Ihe seriousness of Mrs. Vernon's illness and her inability to assume
such home responsibility were explained to Mr. Vernon. Since the Vernons
were Catholics, the worker arranged for the children to be temporarily
placed in a foster home, under the auspices of a Catholic social service
agency. Bie worker arranged free lunches and transportation for the
children during school days. Comfortable payment of the Hospital bill
by Mr. Vernon was also arranged. Encouragement to Mr. Vernon was given in
his return to work, following recuperation from an injury.
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Marital Disharmony
Only tv»o patients, of the fifteen married ones, seemingly, had harmonious
marriages. Three patients -mere single; on?, widowed; and one, divorced.
Evidence of marital disharmony was seen in the records of sixteen patients
(including the divorcee and widow). Disharmony was distinguished by:
interference from relatives; false accusation of husbands by patients;
promisciiity of patients; negative personality traits; and economic factors.
One writer pointed out that:
...broken and unhappy homes breed warped personalities - successive links
in a long chain of individual discontent and misery.
Marriage obviously is the closest of all human adult relationships.
In it the personalities of husband and wife impinge directly and con¬
stantly on each other. Its central core is love in all its variation,
and its greatest hazards hostility and anxiety. l/7hatever else may
affect marriage adjustment, it seems logical to suppose that the quality
of the individual's capacity to love and his ways of handling his
hostilitj.es play a central role.
There is no one pattern of marriage adjustm-ent.^
As in other relationships, the psychotic has a high degree of regression
2
in the marriage relationship.
The writer selected two cases for discussion, since these two were
different from each other and would probably cover general aspects of
marital disharmony.
Mrs. Henry was hospitalized at the age of thirty-four because of
extreme depression and four attempts at suicide. She was diagnosed :
schizophrenic reaction; schizo-affective type with some paranoid
features.
She had been living, alternately, with her husband and a male
friend. Her husband's better provisions for her, economically,
were generally the reason that she would return to him.
^KLorence Hollis, op. cit., pp. 5,18.
^Ibid., pp. 17-18.
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During her formative years, Mrs. Henry did not relate well with her
family members^ so, she went and lived with her grand-mother, who was
very permissive with her.
Mrs. Henry had a sixteen-year old daughter (born out-of-wedlock)
wlin became pregnant after LIrs. Henry was hospitalized. Although the
daughter was not married, she desired to keep her child. Yx, Henry
was willinc' to provide for her and the childj but, Mrs. Henry's male
friend, Mr. James, dii not.
Mien consideration was being given for Mos. Henry's leave from the
Hospital, she was ambivalent about which man to whom she wanted to re¬
turn. The men were rivalrous for her affection; but, Mr. Henry provided
better for Mrs. Henry, than did Mr. James.
Ibe worker allowed liirs. Henry to decide for herself, which man with
whom she wished to live; but, advised that she weigh the advantages and
disadvantages in living with either man. Showing no judgmental attitude
concerning the asocial living arrangements of Mrs. Henry, the worker helped
her to make a maturer decision.
According to Annette Garrett, in her book:
Real acceptance is primarily acceptance of the feelings given expression
by behavior and does not necessarily involve acceptance of imsocial
behavior at all; real acceptance involves positive and active understanding
of these feelings and not merely a negative and passive refusal to pass
judgment.^
Sexual incompati-ibility and interference from relatives were two main
sources of distress in the marriage of Mrs. Portion.
Schizophrenic reaction; catatonic type was Mrs. Portion's diagnosis
when she was hospitalized at the age of twenty-seven. She, too, was
depressed and had attempted suicide.
Before the onset of illness, 1/rs. Portion had been a fun-loving
individual and was one of the few patients who had sought recreational
diversions with other people. Also, she graduated from high school.
Mrs. Portion's father was licensed to teach but took over a farm
position, in which he was quite successful. She was very fond of him
and grieved much when he died (he was sixty-one). Never being physically
healthy, Mrs. Portion's mother died when she was one year old. After
her mother's death, Mrs. Portion's father continued to be active in
^Interviewing; Its Principles and Techniques (New lork, 19h2), p. 23.
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public life, as he had done prior to her death,
Mrs. Portir i was the yovingest of five siblings, all of whom
attained higher education than she attained. Ihey also attained
successful job ^nd social positions.
Although Mrs. Portion smoked excessively before her marriage, Mr.
Portion abhored women who smoked) therefore, he intended to reform her.
Being a moralistic individual, Mr. Portion resented the fact that Ifirs,
Portion had two miscarriages: one before marriage and one after marriage,
both pregnancies being by another man,
Mb's. Portion was jealous of the higher social status of her sister)
althoiigh, the Portions were well established, financially and socially.
Mr. Portion's parents were Italian and often gave big dinner patties,
at which all the guests spoke Italian. His mother would leave all duty
of preparing the parties to her daughters-in-law, Yrs. Portion, being
one of them. This preparation was always done after the guests arrived
and Mrs. Portion felt much imcomfortable about this, because she was an
orderly type of person. She also felt left-out because she did not
speak Italian.
Mj. Portion's parents always left responsibility for repairs in
their home to the Portions, which Mrs. Portion disliked. This added
expense kept them j.n debt.
Sexual incompatiability entered the marriage when Mr, Portion was
assigned the night-shift on his job. lirs. Portion had embarrassing
feelings about sexual intercourse in the day time) so, she would refuse
copulation.
l!r. Portion could not understand the stress of Mrs, Portion, He
would become hostile and show it by becoming moody, withdrawn and
refusing to talk to her.
The worker encouraged Mr. Portion to ventilate his hostility to the
worker. He was referred to a family agency for help in working through
his feelings and his rigid moral standards. He was aided in seeing the
impositions of his parents upon his own house-hold. The worker suggested
that the Portions visit the elder Portions less and to give their own parties
with their own friends.
In cooperation with Mrs, Portion's doctor at the Hospital, the worker
arranged for a letter to be sent to Mr. Portion's employer about assigning
him to the night-shift) and stressing the importance of Mrs. Portion to have
companionship during the night, while on leave from the Hospital.
It was apparent that the worker gave Mrs, Portion opportunities to venti¬
late her feelings about her situations so relief could be planned.
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Negative Social Adjustment of Oiildren
In all respects, this study pointed out the effort of patients to
adjust in a demanding world. It was little wonder that children of these
patients may have had some struggle adjusting in society.
Certain children appear to have a capacity to deal with even severely
threatening situations, and to be able to master them instead of
succumbing to them. Other children react with poor adaptation to
seemingly minor situations. Some children show a basic sensitivity to
such experiences as befall them, while others show an almost stolid
indifference to the same events. Part of whatever reaction is observed
may be attributable to previous experiences....
Over and beyond our consideration of a constitutional factor in
inheritance, we may consider another aspect - social heritage. The
small child establishes his own pattern of response to stress, and
establishes it at least partially upon the patterns of his parents.
It is frequently pointed out that disturbed parents create a destruc¬
tive emotional environment for their children. In addition, however,
they also, because of the child's identification with them, give him
a pattern by which to deal with conflicting situations.!
Seventeen patients were mothers; three of them were unmarried mothers,
although, one married after her child was born. Negative social adjustment
was seen in the children of thirteen patients.
The social worker's job is not only service to the patients, but to the
patients' families, as well. In many of the cases, the workers took active
roles in planning; suggesting; and referring, in effort to create more posi¬
tive living conditions for the patients' children. One case in point was
the case of Mrs. Catrina.
Schizophrenic reaction; chronic undifferentiated type; severe, con¬
stituted the diagnosis of Hirs. Catrina. She was hospitalized when she
was twenty-nine years old. She had had overt symptoms of psychosis for
five years; directly after an accident. She became verbally and physi¬
cally violent towards her husbandj had threatened physical harm to the
children; had threatened the children's teacher; had "crying spells;" and
1
Irene M. Josselyn, op cit.. pp.
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had experienced delusions and hallucinations.
Mrs. Catrina's father, although, was said to have provided for the
family, was an alcoholic and her mother was emotionally ill.
Mrs. Catrina was of a sibship of three, the others having adjusted
fairly well. There were two siblings, born out-of-wedlock, before Mrs.
Catrina’s mother married her fatherj but, these siblings were denied by
the family. However, they attained high ranking positions in the
economic and social worlds.
Both the Catrinas were reared on farms and did not participate in
many recreational activities or attained high levels of formal educa¬
tion because of economic stati and farm duties. Mr. Catrina was de¬
termined to rise above his former status and left the farm so he
”could make some money."
It the onset of illness, Mrs. Catrina began to neglect herself,
the home, and children. She had a child-like attitude and acted as
though she were one of the children.
Mr. Catrina's main interest was making money. He did not provide
adequate housing facilities for the family, who was living in one room,
in the back of his business.
The children were sleeping, nude, with Mr. Catrina. Mr. Catrina did
not give any thought about this sleeping arrangement, although the
children were two girls.
The girls had low intelligent quotients; reading difficulty; and
cried constantly while at school. Initially, their peers accepted them;
but, later rejected them, since the girls never accepted the other
children at school.
The Catrinas did not encourage associations on the part of the
girls. Mr. Catrina felt that "no friends kept me out of trouble," and
he felt the same for the girls. Mrs. Catrina feared sexual delinquency,
if the girls formed friendships. Neither was understanding about the
low school averages. Mrs. Catrina's sexuality was projected to her
daughters in school. She reactivated her striving toward her father
who had once taught school. She showed no sympathetic understanding
about the girl's school unadjustment. Mr, Catrina was indifferent.
Social service contacts were maintained with Mrs. Catrina's brother and
the school officials, all of whom were cooperative. On the other hand, Mr,
Catrina was rejecting of social service.
Arrangements were made for the girls to enter a special reading and
speech class. When one girl became upset when she was being transferred to
another teacher, the worker made arrangements for her to remain with the
former teacher, with whom she felt accepted and secure.
At all times, the worker spoke on the level of the Catrinas' understanding.
Knowing that Mrs. Catrina did not want to be returned to the Hospital, while
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on leave, .he •worker emphasized her caring for the house, children, and her¬
self, as critera for remaining out of the Hospital. The usual desire of
girls to have a room of their own was pointed out to the Catrinas, in effort
to discontinue the sleeping arrangement, llrs. Catrina's dependence was
pointed out to Mr. Gatrina, with urgence for him to take more Interest in
the general family welfare. Ihe worker, also, pointed out his importance
to the family. It was explained that social acceptance might help the girls
in adjusting, academically, if they were allowed to form social relationships.
Hospital duty and interest were interpreted to Mr. Gatrina, who attempted
to dismiss social service contacts. Mrs. Gatrina was helped to see her un¬
realistic expectations of the girls' academic progress. Ihis was done by
direct interpretation. Sincere interest of the school authorities was, also,
interpreted to her.
Help was obtained from the school teacher and M!rs. Gatrina's brother in
stimulating tidiness on the part of the girls, since the home situation had
no inspiration for it.
aiAPTER IV
EMOHONIL FACTOR AlID DYlimC OOITONENTS
Aaiong the emotional elements, seven -mere outstanding as being common
among the patients, who were studied.
Fear of Hospitalization
Mental hospital care provides a protective environnient in which emotional
disturbances are iznstigmatized. Patients, usually, will accept restraints in
a mental hospital more willingly, than they would at home with relatives, or
1
at home, alone.
Anxiety concerning change of the environmental situation may be the core
of some resistance to hospitalization. Then, resistance could be prompted
by some feeling on the part of the patient that he co ild solve his own
problems. It is true that illness is accompanied by a weakening of the ego
and exacerbation of dependency needs. Hospitalization can mean the loss of
social status in the community. A surmounting fear of rejection by the family
2
may hover in the minds of some patients.
It was found in this study that sixteen patients had some recognizable
fear about being hospitalized. They felt the social worker was an immediate
source of obtaining release for them and oftimes, became hostile when they
realized that T,he worker was a direct representative of the Hospital, whose
primary purpose was not to "sneak" them out of the Hospital.
^0. Spurgeon English and Gerald ri.J. Pearson, Emotional Problems of
Living (Hew York, 1955), pp* $h9-50,
p
Arthur P. Noyes, Modern Clinical Psychiatry (Pniladelphia, 1953)t pp.
135, 5l9j Gordon Hamilton, op. cit., p. 296.
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The case of Mrs. Catrina was an example of hospitalization fear.
Mrs. Catrina had been protected b7 her father, while she grew up;
then, she depended child-like upon her husband. She felt rejected by
her husband and children, when she was hospitalized. Throughout her
hospitalization, Mrs. Catrina resisted hospitalization.
Hospital policies and interest were interpreted to Mrs. Catrina and her
husband. . She was referred to the doctor for further interpretation of the
Hospital work and her illness, attempting to help her Icnow the need for
hospitalization. Hospitalization was interpreted to her as an interest in
her welfare by her husband and children.
Rejection of Social Worker
In thirteen cases, there was noticable rejection of the social worker
by the patients. However, the worker generally dealt with the hostility in
a mature way. It is necessary that the social worker have adequate psycho¬
analytic orientation; that is, a basing of plans for patients upon a
thorough knowledge as to the nature of emotional problems involved in the
case. It further involves adequate human grasp of the patient's present
emotional situation. It does not mean generalizing the patient's situation;
or jumping to conclusions; or permitting oneself to become emotionally in¬
volved in the patient's situation, as a result of the worker's own personality
2
development.
In general, people do not like to talk about their emotional conflicts
because they feel they are very private. It is easier to speak of the
^See previous discussion: ch. Ill, THE SOCIAL FACTOR, Negative Social
Adjustment of Cnildren, pp. 31-33*
^Thomas M, French and Ralph Ormsby, Psychoanalytic Orientation in Case
Work (New York, 19U1+), pp. 3-5»
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conflict, in regards to external factors, such as loss of income. There is
1
an innate dislike in the human of being rescued. A little joke the writer
once heard illxxstrabed this point: "Are you the boy who saved me from
falling into the pond?" a younger boy asked an older one. "Yes," the older
boy said. ’'VTell, where is may cap?i" the younger boy, meanly inquired.
Both positive and negative feelings are revealed in the patient-worker
relationship. In this study, some patients were found to feel grateful for
the service, while others rejected it. Negative feelings are often con¬
cealed because of the politeness demanded by society. Then, on the other
hand, they are acted out. Not always are these negative feelings a result
of something the worker has done. Many of them depend on the patient's own
anxieties, insecurity, and deprivations. The patient's previous experiences
with parental figures, or others in authority give their contribution to
2
the realm of negative feelings in the case work relationship.
In the case of Mrs. Vernon (see previous discussion on p,-27), rejection
of the worker was carried out in a physical way.
Mrs. Vernon had been a victim of fate. During her early years,
her father was imprisoned in the Russian territory, where they lived,
and was never heard from, again. Mrs. Vernon's mother died, shortly,
thereafter. Mrs. Vernon, then, lived with neighbors until she moved
to Germany. She supported herself through doing house-keeping and
teaching. She met and married ¥x. Vernon in Germany, when he was in
the army.
Passive acceptance of her life experiences was a segment of Mrs.
Vernon's personality. Before hospitalization, she slept most of the
timej had little to sayj threatened her husbandj had hostile ragesj
neglected to dress; an^ '’tt^cked her children, after threatening them.
A language barrier enhanced the difficulty of gaining rapport with
Mrs. Vernon. Further, she was hostile towards the worker and threw
water on the worker. At one time when the worker visited her on the
^Florence Hollis, op. cit., p. 32.
2
Annette Garrett, op. cit., pp. 18-20.
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Ward, Itrs. Vernon dug in her crotch and pointed to the worker, as the
worker left. Sne was jealous of the worker's prefessional interest in
Mr. Vernon. Although she anticipated social service visits when she
was on leave, Mrs. Vernon was always busy, washing, when the worker
visited.
The worker offered candy and gum to Mrs. Vernon, while Mrs. Vernon was
in the Hospital; but, the candy and gum were refused. An effort to gain
rapport by looking at a magazine was futile, because 15rs. Vernon became
overwhelmed with emotion when she looked at a picture of mushrooms. The
worker never criticized Mrs. Vernon for washing on the visitation day; but,
accepted her behavior.
Another worker was later assigned this case and soon gained acceptance
by Mrs. Vernon. The writer felt that acceptance was a\igmented by this
worker's ability to speak the languages that Mrs. Vernon spoke. The worker
allowed l!rs. Vernon to talk of "old times" in her home abroad. The worker's
familiarity with the surroundings enhanced the relationship.
Self-Concentration
One of the main characteristics of the schizophrenic reaction is a
narrowing of attention or autism. Autism is the condition in which the
patient is absorbed with himself, detached from the environment, and pre-
1
occupied with internal ruminations.
It was found that all twenty of the patients studied were autistic. Ihe
case of Mrs. Leland was selected for discussion.
Mrs. leland, a widow, diagnosed: schizophrenic reaction; chronic
undifferentiated type, was hospitalized at the age of twenty-four. She
had become suspicious; preoccupied; uninterested in her surroundings;
combative; and moody.
Being reared by her grandmother because of the death of her mother, she
^Arthur P. Noyes, op. cit., p 371; Erie Elske Yotmg (ed.), op. cit., p. 18.
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related -with her young aunts and uncles as though they were siblings.
She related with her father and husband in a negative way, having much
resentment for both of them.
llrs. Leland had temper outbursts since she was about ten years old.
She was always seclusive, like her mother. It was noted that l!rs. leland’s
grand-mother reared both her mother and her, which may somewhat have
accounted for their likeness in behavior, because they had little con¬
tact with each other.
During hospitalization, lirs. Leland developed a "zest for living"
and began giving more attention to her appearance. Upon being given
a leave, she kept her apartment neat and orderly.
Tne self-concentration of Mrs. Leland was made obvious by her un¬
founded complaints to the worker about neighbors in the apartment
building; whether the Hospital was really interested in her; and un¬
necessary worry about her insurance policy. Mrs. Leland wanted to -
obtain her legal rights (mental patients' legal rights are not in
existence when they are legally committed) so she could marry to in¬
sure economic support. However, her intended husband had no job.
Work with this case was made more convenient by Mrs. Island's confiding
in the worker. She readily took suggestions and had confidence in the worker.
Sympathetic imderstanding was given Mrs. Leland in regards to her complaints
about the neighbors. Interpretation of Mrs. Island's insurance policy
covering hospitalization was given her. She was reassured about the Hospital
interest in her, with interpretati-n given about the Hospital role in her
treatment, Mrs. Leland was advised to postpone her marriage rmtil her in¬
tended husband secured more stable emplojunent; in view of her dependency
and motivation for self-preservation.
Self-Depreciation
No great amo’ont of self-esteem or confidence in herself was seen in any
of the patients in this study. On the other hand, only twelve presented
overt or quickly noticed sjTr.ptoms of self-depreciation or self-accusation.
Self-accusation was asserted tr arise manifest becaxise:
...repression of iinacceptable trends and desires weakens and the super¬
ego becomes increasingly critical.
Ideas of guilt and of loss of self-esteem may arise when the re¬




Some patients may become depersonalized. Ihis is recognized by feelings
of vaguenessj unrealityj detachment; and being an observer of life, rather
than a participator. The patient feels that he is not himself, yet, he has
not become someone else. Depersonalization occurs acutely following severe
emotional shock; or, gradually, after a long period of emotional stress.
2
Depersonalization occxirs more frequently in -women.
One case example -was the case of Mrs. Dresden.
With a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction; chronic undifferentiated
type, Mrs. Dresden -was hospitalized at the age of twenty-four. The fixed
ideas of infidelity on the part of Mrs. Dresden about her husband made
living with her intolerable. She reacted to her ideas with tantrums
and arguments. She became secluded, began glarring at people and de¬
veloped persecutory delusions. She seldom left home, threatened her
husband and talked back to television characters.
There was a history of much mental illness in the paternal family
of Mrs. Dresden. Her father was hospitalized when she was ten years old.
Her mother was an out-going person, worked hard to support the family
and was greatly attached to Mrs. Dresden. Mrs. Dresden's mother
divorced her father when he was hospitalized.
Beca'use of disinterest in school, Mrs. Dresden quit school in the
tenth grade.
Mi'S. Dresden's only recreational interest vas automobile riding.
Mrs. Dresden remained emotionally dependent upon her mother, who
contributed to marital disharmony for the Dresdens.
Caring for the children's physical needs and indulging them were
Mrs. Dresden's only expressions of care for her two sons. She was never
dressed when the worker visited, although an appointment had been
scheduled. She described that she felt smaller than the kitchen cup¬
board. Her house was always disarranged; she was "lackadaisical" about
her home; disinterested in things around her and slept most of the time;
and seemed to have a "no-care" attitude. It was noted that this was
Mrs. Dresden's behavior, upon being granted a leave.
Mr. Dresden accepted extra work on his job, so he would have less
time to spend with Mrs. Dresden; he felt, as previously hinted, that
living with her was intolerable.
Interest of the Hospital in her welfare was interpreted to Mrs. Dresden.
^Arthur P. Noyes, op. cit., pp. 106-07.
^Ibid., pp. 120-21.
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Mrs. Dresden -was advised against applying for her restoration of legal
rights because of her illness. She TJas ashamed of her hospitalization; al¬
though, she realized that she needed care. Assistance of the social worker
was offered to Mrs. Dresden when she contemplated moving into a new home.
Ihe worker approved the plans of Mr. Dresden to obtain help for Mrs. Dresden,
in the home. The worker, constantly, pointed out to lirs. Dresden, her worth
and dignity. Mrs. Itesden's illness was interpreted to her husband, and
understanding, on his part was encouraged.
Persf^jutory Delusions
Oftimes, the patient will reveal that he has resorted to delusional be¬
liefs, in order to deal with personality problems and difficult situations.
Efforts to solve the needs of a personality are often done by projection and
delusions of persecution* Delusional consolation is the answer for escape
from intolerable reality. 1 pimishing conscience may be blamed upon the per¬
secutor. A rigid conscience often makes the patient blame some other person
for his own unconscious hostility. Many times, ideas of reference and being
influenced are projected on to other people. The patient sometimes thinks
people are looking at him or trying to harm him. Guilt and a need for
punishment play a part in this result. Ideas of reference are the results
of the patient's feeling that remarks or actions on the part of other has
1
special reference to him.
Delusions of persecution permit a shifting of responsibility and other-
7;ise serve to relieve a guilty anxiety.
Ideas of persecution are among the most frequent forms of delusions....
Ihe threat of unworthy desires and of troublesome and disowned aspects
^Arthur P. Noyes, op. cit., pp, 106, li;5-U6; Pranz Alexander and Helen
Ross (eds.), op. cit., p. 2d^.
of the personality is projected as hostility from the environment.
Sensitive dissatisfactions with self, arising from unadjusted elements
in the personality, may be projected as a dissatisfaction, and therefore
as hostility felt toward one by others.^
Persecutory delusions were seen apparent in fourteen of the twenty cases
Ihe case of Mrs. Inson imas one example. She was a woman obsessed with xm-
conscious gidlt and an overwhelming amount of persecutory delusions.
Mrs. ^son was twenty-nine when she was hospitalized. Her diagnosis
was schizophrenic reaction; paranoid type. She began crying often and
demanding a divorce from her husband. She falsely accused him of
another woman and stated that her children belonged to "the other woman.
She was afraid that her mother-in-law would give her harmful pills and
refused food and drink in restaurants and friends’ homes, stating the
edibles were poisoned. She believed that church officials were plotting
against her. Her talk was rambling and incoherent. She threatened her
husband and children. She attempted, once, to throw one child out of
the door. Mrs. Anson felt guilty and punished about the death of her
third child, whom she did not want. Hie child died shortly after birth
and Mrs. Anson's mother insisted on her seeing the child, althhugh, she
was still recuperating from tlie delivery. After aggressive explosions,
Mrs. Anson would go to her mother for comfort and supposedly protection
from her husband and mother-in-law.
Mrs. Anson's father was an aggressive individual; was economically
prosperous; dominating; quick tempered; and was said to have constantlj’'
plotted against people for monetary gains. He did not get along well
with the neighbors, either. Her mother was passive and alwaj’^s con-
ceeded to the wishes of her father. Of Mrs. Anson's three siblings, two
were hospitalized for mental illness and it was felt that they were
never well or recovered from their illness.
As a high school graduate, Mrs. Anson worked as a typist prior to
her marriage. She socialized verj’’ little and being the dominant partner
of her marital union, did not permit her hixsband to socialize.
TJhen Mrs. Anson was hospitalized, she ’was pregnant with her fourth
child. During week-end visits, she would upset the other children by
inflicting their minds with persecutory delusions and continue friction
between her in-laws and herself. Her mother would always join her in
her ideas of persecution, by agreeing.
Later, during Mrs. Anson's hospitalization, her husband and mother-
in-law T'ere hospitalized in a mental hospital.
Mrs. Anson was resistive to the Hospital and social worker, trans¬
ferring her feelings of persecution to tiiem.
Arrangements were made for Mrs. Anson to spend the time of her pregnancy
1
Arthur P. Foyes, op. cit.. p. 106.
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in her mother's homej -where she did not feel persecuted, to insure comfortable
pregnancy and delivery. Expression of hostility about the Hospital, social
worker, and other people ivere allowed Ifrs. Anson, Long and frequent visits
Tvith tl.e children by Ik’s, /nson were discouraged. Upon the hosp-italization
of her rusband and raother-in-lavv, the children ■’vere placed in Its. Anson's
mother's uome, where she felt they woiild be safe. Interpretation about
sincere interest of the Hospital was given her.
Emotional Dependence
Emotional dependence was quite noticable in twelve patients, in this study.
In a study that Florence Hollis made, she pointed out that the emotionally
dependent adult is one who is:
...characteristically reacting like a child in not carrying his fair
share in the love relationship. For one reason or another he is de¬
manding that others be more affectionate, more patient, more protective,
than adults usually expect.
Characteristically, excessive dependent people have not outgrown
a childish type of attachment to their parents. Ei-bher, consciously
or unconsciously, they cling to early love relationships, fearing to
relinquish them for new attachments.
Often they continue to rely on parental standards of conduct and seek
advice in a way that is distasteful.,.,^
^vo extreme forms of relationships with parents can be attributed to the
rise of dependency on the part of patients: depriving and overindulgent.
Uncertainty and hostile response are often results of the smallest with-*
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drawal of parental affection,
Ik’S, Angus' case was a clear demonstration of emotional dependence.
^Florence Hollis, op. cit», pp, 22-23
^Ibid., pp. 21-23.
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At the age of thirty, llrs. Angus was hospitalized with a diagnosis
of schizophrenic reaction^ acute catatonic type. She had become overly
occupied with religion. Having joined the Jehovah’s Witness sect, she
felt she was a saviour of the people, in her neighborhood, and the world
being dated to come to an endj they would have to follow her for safety.
She experienced episodes of screaming; crying, without apparent cause;
incoherent talk; shouting; arid thrashing her body around, endangering
herself.
lirs. Angus' father was said to have been ”a very nice fellow" and
provided well for his faraily. His drinking of intoxicants on week-ends
caused a separation between Mrs. Angus' parents; but, her mother returned
to him after she realized that he would not stop drinking. Mrs. Angus'
mother was her favorite parent and she was greatly disturbed following
her death, one month prior to Mrs. Angus' hospitalization. lh*s. Angus
showed apparent signs of mental illness directly following her mother's
death. In her Infantile way, Mrs. Angus could have unconsciously inter¬
preted her mother's death as rejection or love withdrawal. Her attach¬
ment for her mother may have been intensified once when her mother left
her father and took her with her. lirs. Angus' mother was also attached
to her and joined the religious sect, at Mrs. Angus' inspiration.
After Mrs. Angus' marriage, she refused to move from the home of her
parents. During week-end visits, there, from the Hospital, Mrs. Angus
would become greatly up-set, probably prompted by her mother, not being
there.
Mrs. Angus saw the social worker as a rotential convert for her
religion and enjoyed talking about it to great length to the worker.
Hie worker's joining the sect may have meant acceptance of Mrs. Angus
or conceeding to control, as her mother had done.
When Mrs. Angus' mother and father wereiill, once, she received much
enjoyment from caring for them. She was never employed, although, she
quit school at age seventeen and did not marry until she was about twenty-
three years old. Her mother became ill when Mrs. Angus was about nine¬
teen years old and her father became ill when she was about thirty years
old.
Ihe worker supported Mr. Angus in his desire to move into a home of his
own, to promote independence for Mrs. Angus. Mrs. Angus was helped to see
the apparent reason for her up-setting situations, during visits to her
parental home. Although, lArs. Angus felt she was self-sufficient, the worker
suggested th’^.t she accept her husband's offer to obtain help for her in the
home; because of her dependence and to insure against possible recurrence
of overt symptoms of illness, during leave from the Hospital.
In view of the fact that the worker was attempting to relieve some of
the tension sources in this patient's environment, the writer thought of the
assertion by Irene Josselyn, -which applied to this sit-uation. She stated
that:
With the recognition of the effect of the impact of the environment
upun the individual, it became apparent that if the environment were
modified, the individual's pattern of behavior might also be modi¬
fied.^
Episodes of Excitement
Paramount in fifteen of the cases were episodes of excitement, charac¬
terized by: screaming; crying, -without apparent cause; hostile actings-out;
argumentativeness; and loud talking.
Patients experience ill-motivated behavior, -which is out of the reach
of conscioTOS awareness. Some patients experience a repetition of their
actings-out of unconscious motive forces. These are not accessible to the
modifying influence of conscious inhibition. Some react with self-assertive-
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ness; aggression; or rush about, with some manifestations of great fear.
In this study, it was found that some patients had much guilt, concerning
irrational behavior after they realized what they had done.
An example of social work with a patient, who experienced episodes of
excitement, was the case of Lirs. Gordon.
Mrs. Gordon, a very conforming woman, abandoned her rigid conformity,
almost, immediately. She began smoking three and foxir packages of
cigarettes, a day; whereas, she had never smoked. She destroyed some
of her clothing; attacked her mother; threatened her husband's life;
falsely accused her husband of adulterj"-; walked out-of-doors, in her
night clothes, in the Winter; became depressed; and became self-pitying.
She developed imwarranted somatic complaints; phoned people at random;
helped her children participate in mischievous acts; and falsely accused
her father-in-law of "fooling around with her sexually."
She was hospitalized when she was thirty-two years old with a diagnosis
of schizophrenic reaction; chronic undifferentiated type.
^Op. cit., p. 120.
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Eranz Alexander and Helen Ross Ceds.), op. cit., p. 133; Arthur P. Noyes,
op. cit., p. 119.
Mrs. Gordon's father was a gregarious Individual and spent most of
his time out of the home with his friends. Her mother vjas ii’s. Gordon's
favorite parent.
Of a sibship of three, Mrs. Gordon was the eldest. Hex’ brother,
two years her junior, suffered a "nervous breakdown" in the arny, for
which he was hospitalized. Although, it was said that Mrs. Gordon was
like him in personality, she was very resentful of him. Mrs. Gordon's
sister was described as a "home-body."
Mr. Gordon was ¥rs* Gordon's only boyfriend. Her parents, being
from a very strict cultural background which placed emphasis on moralism,
demanded a formal engagement before Mrs. Gordon could date Mr. Gordon.
However, Mrs. Gordon was able to dissuade their wishes.
■Whenever she swayed from her conformity, Mrs. Gordon had much guilt.
Since she was Catholic, she had much guilt about having used contra¬
ceptives. She had trouble having children because of an RH incompati¬
bility. It was her husband's idea to use contraceptives to prevent
more births. Her guilt became so intensified, Mr. Gordon was said to
have suggested fellatioj but, Mrs. Gordon felt guilty about this, also.
Mrs. Gordon felt guilty about the children's mischievous behavior
and the part that she had in up-holding them in it.
During visits on the week-ends to her mother's home, Mrs. Gordon
would have recurring episodes of excitement. Wlii^-e visiting in her own
home, she was somewhat more relaxed^ but, felt gin.lty about the children
and contraceptive use.
Ihe worker advised that Mrs. Gordon see the Jesuit Order of Priests, who
could have helped her feel less guilty about using contraceptives, in view
of the RH incompatlability. It was also interpreted to her that Catholism
permitted the rhythm method of birth control. The worker interpreted the
danger of pregnancies to Mrs. Gordon. She was helped to realize that her
guilt about birth control stemmed from her rigid religious conformity.
Mrs. Gordon was helped to relax more with her house-hold duties, which
were a source of some os her distress. Seeing that the children presented
no serious behavior problems, Mrs. Gordon was relieved of this worrj'' through
explanation by the social worker. Further, she was advised to visit in
her own home, instead of her mother's home, where recurrences of excitement
episodes ensued. Arrangements were made for Mrs. Gordon to have help with
the children and her home duties. The removal of some of the environmental
stress penetrated Mrs. Gordon's pattern of episodes of excitement.
aiAPTER V
THE PlilSICAL FACTOR
Imidst the nian7 elements of the physical factor, the writer found
fourteen patients suffered extreme fatiguenessj eleven had disturbances
in the sleeping and eating regimes] and fifteen patients had undiagnosed
somatic complaints: eight, with menstrual period complaints and seven,
with miscellaneous, somatic complaints.
...life experiences with their resulting anxieties, hostilities, in-
secxarities, fears and emotional tensions and attitudes are expressed
...in physical symptoms and organ-dysfunctions...physical symptoms
may develop in reaction to psychological stress. Physiologic changes
are set up by autonomic nerve impulses generated as a result of
emotional conflict or tension.
Broadly speaking, emotions may...be regarded as the cause of physical
disturbance or distress. Conversely, in a general way, organic physical
illness may be provocative of emotions that may pathologically in¬
fluence component organs of the bodyj disordered organs may induce
mental and emotional factors that disturb the function or adjustment
of the organism as a whole.^
Jules H. Masserman pointed out that a primary defense of the patient
is some functional disorder to escape retribution or punishment for his own
hostilities. The reaction of the patient's innocuous passivity may be
further strengthened if it produces a secondary gain, such as care for the
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ailment or some other compensation on the part of other persons.
In the cases of complaints of physical illnesses, the social worker
referred the patient to her doctor at the Hospital. In all cases at the
Wayne County Ceneral Hospital and Infirmary, a patient is given a complete
physical examination upon first being admitted to the Hospital. When an
^Arthur P. Noyes, op. cit., pp. 1;23, U39.
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Op. cit., p. 183.
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ailment is discovered, the patient is treated for it; however, some patients
would reveal various complaints to the workers after the examination and
hospitalization had ensued.
Besides referring the patient to her doctor, the worker would plan and
begin attempting to minimize the environmental stress upon the patient.
The writer chose two cases to illustrate. For consistency and organiza¬
tion of topics, the writer discussed the cases xmder separate headings} al¬
though, one case overlapped into another topic.
’Fatigue and Somatic Complaints
ilie case of Mrs. Filmon presented the physical aspects of some ailment
complaint; fatigueness; and loss of appetite, or loss or desire to eat.
It the age of twenty-four, Mrs. Filmon was hospitalized with a
diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction; catatonic type. Her symptoms of
illness became noticable a few weeks after her marriage. She became
confused; equivocal; destructive; and preoccupied. She also had per¬
secutory delusions. Her, husband, who was Catholic did not urge ilrs.
Filmon to take Catholic instruction; but, he believed that his mother
and sister urged her to do so. Mrs. Filmon became over-religious upon
studying Catholicism. She lectured to her own family that they had
been '*wrong" in their Protestant religion and she felt that everyone
should become a Catholic. This study of religion was a great source of
guilt and anxiety for Itrs. Filmon.
Mrs. Filmon'a father had insisted on living in a trailer, when she
was growing up. He did not want to purchase a house for fear of "going
in things over his head." He had had financial difficulty during the
depression; besides, having had a financially insecure child-hood. Her
mother had also been deprived and married for security.
During early adolescence, Mrs. Filmon was a gregarious person, loved
sports and graduated from high school with an excellent average. Ifter
high school, she worked as a bookkeeping machine operator for a while
before marriage. Dui'ing late adolescence, she becam-e withdrawn; had
no friends; and spent most of her time readirg or at movies, alone.
Ihere were great objections to Mrs. Filmon's engagement to Mr.
Filmon because of religious differences. It was when she became en¬
gaged, hovjever, that Irs. Filmon's mother gave her sex instruction.
Mrs. Filmon had been taught by her mother that masturbation drove
into mental illness. On their honeymoon, the Fllmons only indulged in
sex play, because of ignorance of sex on the part of both. Later, both
felt quite guilty about having indulged in sex play.
Before hospitalization, Mrs. Filmon had left Mr. Filmon and retirrned
to her mother -with her taby -with her. She had many paranoidal ideas
about her in-laws, especially her mother-in-law and was supported by
her mother with these accusations.
Upon being hospitalized, lirs. Filmon became hostile towards the
Hospital and social worker. The worker, who was a female, wore make¬
up and nail polish, which lilrs. Filinon criticised harshly.
lire. Filmon complained to the YJorker about over-bearing menstrual
cramp^; exhaustion;, and loss of her apetite. She stated that she
wished she could "get a sandwich down without eating it." lirs. Pllmon's
pregnancy seemed to be the happiest time of her life. Her mother
kept the baby while she was in the Hospital.
It was noted, too, that when the Filmon's married, they lived in a
trailer, just as Mrs. Filmon lived before marriage. She seemed a little
hostile about this living arrangement; but, her husband felt that it
was all right, since she was accustomed to trai’’ -r living.
The worker interpreted the Hospital and socia'' service interest in Mrs.
Filmon to her. Mrs. Filmon's criticisms of the Hospital and worker were
accepted by the worker. It was explained to her that social workers could
wear make-up and nail polish. Plans were made for Ifrs. Filmon to make
week-end visits to"her home; instead of a leave, because of tension between
her in-laws and her. Plans were also maid for Mr. Filmon to move in a house
and obtain care for the baby. Mrs. Filmon was encouiraged to talk with her
doctor concerning her physical complaints and her feelings of guilt; while
Mr. Filmon was referred to a priest, who could help allay his guilt and
help him function more adequately, as a man.
Disturbances in Sleeping and Eating Regimes
' The case of Mrs. Bethany presented some problems around sleeping and
eating, properly.
Mrs. Betharjy, hospitalized at the age of twenty-two, had a diagnosis
of schizophrenic reaction; catatonic type.
As a child, ibrs. Bethany was much indulged by her parents. She
finally quit school after truanting many times. Besides being emotionally
dependent, she was economically dependent. She was out of school for
a few years before her marriage; but, did not work.
Mr, Bethany was irresponsible, dependent and unstable in holding
jobs.
The Bethanys lived with Mrs. Bethany's parents, who finally
separated because Mrs. Bethany's father did not want to support them any
longer.
Prior to hospitalization, Mrs. Bethany became preoccupied; had
crying spells; became blocked in speech; felt no one loved her; refused
to eat and finally had to hat^e a sedative to build her strength;
preferred sittirig in her chair at iniglit, instead of relaxing to sleep;
and became unable to care for her children.
After Mrs. Bethany was granted a leave, she worried about pregnancy
becaixse Mr. Bethany's insecureness on jobs caused another child to not
be afforded. After he obtained a fairly substantial job, she feared
being alone, at night, as he worked at night.
Ihe Bethanys were advised to move into a home of their own; and it was
pointed out how their presence in Mrs. Bethany's parental home had contri¬
buted to the separation of her parents. The worker helped thme plan to move
into their own home and plan remodeling, because the house needed repairing.
Mr. Bethany was encouraged to continue working} while Mrs, Bethany was asked
to be considerate about his financial status. In cooperation with Mrs.
Bethany's doctor, the worker requested the day-sixift for Mr. Bethany, so that
he could be with Mrs. Bethany, during the night.
CHAPTER VI
SUlftlARY MD CONCLUSIONS
It was made evident, in this study, how case workers used their knowledge
of social, emotional, and physical factors in practicing social case work.
There was a necessity that the workers have background knowledge concerning
the factors, or behavioral determinants; however, this knowledge would have
been useless, if no p^-ans for treatment had been in view.
The twenty cases that were studied were female mental patients, who had
a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction. All of them were ages twenty through
thirty-five when they were first hospitalized at the Hospital (from which
data for the study were gathered). Besides being hospitalized during 1953
and 195U, only, they were active with social service during the time the
study was made•
En^ihasis was given to elements that appeared paramount in the cases.
Eight different elements comprised the social factor discussion; discussion
of the emotional factor, with reference to the dynamic components of be¬
havior, was coii5)Osed of seven segmental discussions; and, the physical
factor was presented in two divisions of discussion.
Recognition of Behavioral Determinants
Quickly discernible were the impacts prompted by social elements. All
twenty patients had outstsinding negative family relationships, characterized
by; parental over-protection; parental and patient overt rejection of each
other; overt sibling rivalry, jealousy, and rejection of each other; parental
rivalry for the patient's attention; and much family quarrelling. Common
tendencies of the schizophrenic were found thus; conformity, in fifteen
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cases; indulgence in solitary amusements, in seventeen cases; and, the
forming of few or no friendships in fifteen cases. It was noted that
although some of the patients did not have such tendencies, they did de¬
velop them at the onset of illness. Limited formal education was a general
trend, ranging from the fourth grade through high school; with the exception
of one patient, who pursued her education farther. There was no valid
account for the general limitation, although, adjustment problems were
noted in a few cases. Either economic dependency or job instability was
shown in all twenty cases. In many instances, marriage was partly motivated
by a desire for economic security. Evidence of marital disharmony was
seen in the cases of sixteen patients, including one divorcee and one widow.
Disharmony was precipitated by interference from relatives; false accusa¬
tions of spoxises of each other; promiscuity on the patient's part; negative
personality difficulties; economic factors; and sexual incon^satibility^
Of the seventeen patients who were mothers, thirteen patients' children
ejqjerienced negative social adjustments.
Hospitalization of the patients was found to be accompanied by fear
of hospitalization and rejection of the social worker. On the other hand,
some patients felt grateful for hospitalization and social service. Quite
dynamically filled were the emotional elements; self-concentration; self¬
depreciation; and persecutory delusions. All twenty patients were found
to be self-concentrated individuals, which is usually expected from a
mentally ill person. Although no great amount of self-esteem was found in
any of the cases, only twelve presented quickly noticed synptoms of self¬
depreciation. Persecutory del\isions were apparently seen in fourteen cases.
Emotionally dependent patient^ numbered twelve. All of the patients were
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dependent, to some degree, but, this number of patients was overtly de¬
pendent. Fifteen cases presented episodes of excitement, shown by periods
of screaming, crying, hostile rages, religiosity, argmentativeness, and
loud talking, as though deaf. It was found that some patients felt guilty
and ashamed, after learning how they had acted.
The physical factor was recognized by the following elements: fourteen
patients suffered extreme exh'austionj,. eleven had disturbances in the
sleeping and eating regimes; and, fifteen patients had undiagnosed somatic
complaints? eight, with menstrual period complaints and seven, with
miscellaneous physical conplaints.
Instances of Case Work Practice
Social workers were found to have practiced all the methods of case work
treatment: environmental modification, psychological support, clarification,
interpretation, and insight development. Insight development was less
seen than any of the others; however, it was recognizable at one time or
another. Both direct and indirect action were taken by the social case
workers.
Among the many instances of case work practice were: (1) removal of
environmental stress, through suggestions, advice, explanations, and planning
(2) encouragement of positive attitudes; (3) pointing out the patient's
worth and dignity, by placing enphasis upon achievement, potentialities,
and confidence of the worker, in the patient; (ii) allowing self-determi¬
nation; (5) giving respect for and accepting attitudes, whether negative
or positive; (6) giving opportunity for ventilation of feelings; (7)
helping to develop insight (seeing displacements and projections); (8)
helping with gradual rehabilitation; (9) communicating on the level of the
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patient and her family; (10) interpreting the Hospital and social worker's
role in the patient's treatment; (ll) referral to sources of help; (12)
cooperative and collaborative planning and service for the patient; (13)
direct and indirect work with patients' families; (lU) showing non-
judgmental attitudes; (15) minimizing guilt and anxiety; (16) not creating
situations, which would reactivate psychotic reactions; and (1?) assuming
authoritative rolls, when needed.
Case work skill and technique were enhanced by knowledge and planned
use of behavior determinants.
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2 • Fictitioios Name:
3 • Birth Date:
It. Age when Hospitalized: Year Hospitalized:
$, Diagnosis:








(1) Present family constellation:
(2) Relationships with parents and siblings and position in family:
(3) Relationships with other than family:
(i|.) Family patterns of living:
iS) Social conduct (delinquent, conforming, kinds of acting out):
2• Emotional
(a) Symptom picture:
(b) Fears and anxieties:
(c) Defense mechanisms:
(d) Degree of insight:








(h) Psycho-sexual development data:
3. Physical
(a) General characteristics (energy capacity, feeling of well being):
(b) Presence of diagnosed disease (system involved, acute, chronic,
convalescent, or terminal stage):
56
57
(c) Undiagnosed physical con^jlaints:
(d) Accidents or injuries;
(e) Physical responses to situational stress:
(1) Disturbances in eating:
(2) Distiurbances in sleeping regime:
(3) Pains in or dysfxmctioning of certain organs
Instances of Case Work Practice
1. Environmental Modification:
2. Psychological Si:5)port:
3. Clarification or Interpretation:
ii. Insight Development:
